74-32,118. *Administration of program; rules and regulations; agreement terms, conditions, and obligations; annual review and recommendations to legislature.* (a) The state board of regents shall adopt rules and regulations for administration of the Kansas ethnic minority fellowship program and shall establish terms, conditions and obligations which shall be incorporated into the provisions of any agreement entered into between the executive officer and an applicant for the award of a fellowship under the program. The terms, conditions and obligations shall be consistent with the provisions of law relating to the program and shall include, but not be limited to, the circumstances under which eligibility for financial assistance under the program may be terminated, the amount of financial assistance to be provided, the circumstances under which obligations may be discharged or forgiven, the amount of money required to be repaid because of failure to satisfy the obligations under an agreement and the method of repayment.

(b) The state board of regents shall review the Kansas ethnic minority fellowship program annually to determine if the program is meeting the intention of the legislature and to make recommendations to the legislature for continuance, discontinuance, expansion, or contraction of the program.

**History:** L. 1993, ch. 47, § 7; L. 2001, ch. 151, § 33; July 1.